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UKRAINE BORDER WILL BE PROTECTED WITH US MADE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
KIEV UKRAINE | WASHINGTON DC | LOS ANGELES (Sep 15, 2015)
Government of Ukraine and Aeroscraft Corporation (Aeros)
announced the Ukraine-Russian border will be protected by Aeros made
Elevated Early Warning Systems (EEWS), to provide the Border
protection agency of Ukraine with wide area situational awareness.
Aeros, based in California, produces a unique border
surveillance integrated EEWS with expanded capabilities for persistent

Aeros / NADATS' EEWS

air and surface surveillance and target tracking/identification, while addressing mission duration and cost efficiency.
The announcement in Kiev was attended by Aeros’ CEO, Igor Pasternak and senior Ukrainian government
officials; including, First Deputy Chairman of the State Border Service of Ukraine, General Vasiliy Servatyuk. “To date,
we have an ambitious goal of the "2 + 6". That is 2 stations will be
established until the end of the year in order to provide surface and
air surveillance. Consequently adding 6 more next year," said General
Servatyuk.
“We and our industry partners are pleased to provide our
unique integrated solution to help provide security for the people of
Ukraine and increase the situational awareness for the State Border
Service,” Igor Pasternak said.

Kiev, Ukraine (L-R) General Vasiliy Servatyuk, First Deputy
Chairman of the State Border Service; Igor Pasternak, CEO of
Aeros; Roman Romanov, Director General at UkrOboronProm.

A division of Aeros, NADATS is a leader in providing a
resource for integrated and cost-effective defense/ security systems for persistent surveillance missions, built upon
Aeros’ portfolio of aerostats, airships and elevated ground-based platforms. The division provides mission support
for soldiers, agents and commercial operators, leveraging Aeros’ unique expertise with elevated surveillance.
NADATS’ airships, aerostats, and elevated ground-based platforms have been engineered to help make vigilant or
persistent surveillance missions affordable. NADATS integrates custom, mission-specific payloads for empowering
awareness and action in hostile environments, in border and coast guard, in facility and event security, and for
related missions.
About North American Defense Advanced Technology Solutions (NADATS): a mission-focused division of Aeros, the world’s most innovative FAA-certified
lighter-than-air (LTA) aircraft manufacturer, NADATS delivers integrated solutions for persistent elevated situational awareness in a global environment of
growing need. NADATS custom design capability and portfolio of advanced airships, tethered aerostats and ground based early warning systems provide military
and para-military operators with cost-effective solutions to detect, interpret and respond in surveillance, security, and asset protection scenarios. NADATS is
driven to deliver efficient day/night monitoring, imaging capability, and communications solutions for operators in hostile environments, border/port security,
law enforcement/ public safety, event security and safety, and facility and infrastructure monitoring, among others. Learn more at www.NADATS.com.
About Aeros: Founded more than 28 years ago, the Aeroscraft Corporation (Aeros) has achieved multiple FAA airship type certificates and operates with
an FAA Production Certificate, while featuring a product line that includes advanced airships, tethered aerostats and the Aeroscraft cargo airship. Learn
more at www.aeroscraft.com
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